Criteria for drop generation in multiphase microfluidic devices.
A theory is presented for the transition between the coflowing and the drop-generation regimes observed in microfluidic channels with a rectangular cross section. This transition is characterized by a critical ratio of the dispersed- to continuous-phase volume flow rates. At flow-rate ratios higher than this critical value, drop generation is suppressed. The critical ratio corresponds to the fluid cross section where the dispersed-phase fluid is just tangent to the channel walls. The transition criterion is a function of the ratio of the fluid viscosities, the three-phase contact angle formed between the fluid phases and the channel walls, and the aspect ratio of the channel cross section; the transition is independent of interfacial tension. Hysteretic behavior of drop generation with respect to the flow-rate ratio is predicted for partially wetting dispersed-phase fluids. Experimental data are consistent with this theory.